Dynamics of hormone release from the perfused canine thyroid during cyclic AMP infusion.
In order to try to characterize the sequence of processes leading to hormone secretion from the stimulated thyroid, the effect of cyclic 3'5' adenosine monophosphate (cAMP) and related compounds were examined in 15 two-sided perfusions of canine thyroids isolated in situ. T4 and T3 concentrations in the effluent were measured radioimmunologically. cAMP 5 mM and TSH 100 muU per ml induced the same pattern of hormone release from the thyroid. After a latency period of 15--25 minutes a steep increase occurred in both T4 and T3 release. During the initial part of the stimulation the rise in T4 relase was somewhat slower than that of T3 release. The prolonged latency period before response earlier recorded in the same preparation during infusions of low concentrations of TSH was not observed during infusions of decreasing concentrations of cAMP (1, 0.8, 0.5 and 0.2 mM) or theophylline (5 and 1 mM). Either there was no response or the latency period was of the same length as that observed after a strong stimulus. These findings suggest that the latency period can be divided in two parts: () a variable, dose dependent satency period confined to the early part of the process sequence leading to secretion--i.e. before cAMP exerts its effect, and 2) an obligatory latency period related to the processes taking place after the formation of pseudopods. The duration of these late processes seems to be independent of the degree of stimulation.